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EW290 is a high-performance enterprise WiFi6 router 

that supports 802.11 AX technology. It works in the 

2.4G& 5.8g wireless band and can meet the demand of 

128 people for high-speed wireless Internet access. With 

full gigabit network interface, the maximum wireless 

access speed can be 573Mbps in 2.4g 802.11ax mode 

and 1201Mbps in 5.8G 802.11AX mode. With high 

performance, high gain, high reception sensitivity, high 

bandwidth, high access number and other characteristics, 

it can not only cover a larger range, but also provide 

higher wireless transmission performance and stability. 

Fashionable appearance design, simple and convenient 

installation, home, shops, restaurants, enterprises and 

other high-density environment wireless access is the 

best choice. 

 

 

Hardware product features: 

※ High performance hardware configuration 

EW290 adopts MT7621+MT7905+MT7975 high-performance SoC suite, with 16MB flash memory and 

256MB memory, industrial grade circuit design, supports IEEE802.11 A/B /g/ N/AC/AX protocol, and can 

provide 2.4g 573Mbps+ 5.8g 1201Mbps wireless access speed and 1000Mbps Ethernet switching 

processing speed. The whole machine can provide a maximum wireless access speed of 1800Mbps. Ultra-

high speed wireless makes performance no longer a bottleneck. Enhanced heat dissipation + air duct 

optimization, no longer due to heat problem downtime in hot summer, fully guarantee the real-time, long-

term, stable and efficient transmission of user network data, improve user experience. 

※ HNAT fast forwarding 

Combined with hardware and software to optimize HNAT, wired two-way forwarding performance can 

reach 2Gbps, greatly improving the data forwarding capability of equipment, ensuring real-time linear 

forwarding of user data, reducing network delay, and improving network transmission efficiency and user 
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experience. 

※ 1024QAM ultra-high speed access rate 

EW290 adopts dual-channel dual-frequency design, 2.4g and 5.8g both adopt the latest WiFi wireless 

standard -802.3AX protocol, the highest connection rate of 2.4g wireless band can reach 573Mbps, and 

the highest connection rate of 5.8g wireless band can reach 1201Mbps. Dual frequency is on at the same 

time, providing up to 1800Mbps wireless access speed, providing ultra-high speed wireless experience. 

※ OFDMA high density user access 

EW290 supports the OFDMA capability of the 802.11AX protocol, splitting channels into more narrow sub-

channels and assigning each user to one or more sub-channels based on the number of users. Automatic 

detection of wireless environment and channel scheduling can enable multiple users to receive and send 

packets at the same time, reduce the competition and retreat between users when using the empty port, 

reduce network delay, and improve network transmission efficiency and user experience. 

※ BSS Color space reuse 

EW290 supports the BSS Color space reuse technology of 802.11 AX protocol, which combines the basic 

service level (BSS) of different WLAN in the air port.Basic Service Set) is identified by different coloring (BSS 

Color) and further divided into internal BSS (device owned BSS) and external BSS Part OF THE BSS two 

categories, and maintenance of different message receiving and sending thresholds. When a message is 

received, it is quickly determined to be an external BSS message by BSS color.If the signal strength is less 

than the threshold value of the external BSS, the message will be ignored and the sending and receiving 

of the internal BSS will not be affected. This technology can realize channel multiplexing in high-density 

scenarios and greatly alleviate the influence of co-frequency interference in actual network deployment. 

※ Beamforming technology 

By wave velocity forming technology to interfere with the direction of the unknown circumstances, 

automatically adjust the array signal the weighted value of each size, make the zero alignment of the 

antenna pattern interference direction and suppress interference and enhance the system useful signal 
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detection ability, optimize the antenna pattern, and can effectively track the useful signal, restrain and 

eliminate the interference and noise, even at close range distribution under the condition of same 

frequency interference and signal more, also can successfully suppress interference. 

※ Green environmental protection, high efficiency and energy saving 

A number of energy-saving technologies have been applied to the EW290, including single-antenna 

standby technology, dynamic MIMO power-saving technology, enhanced automatic power-saving 

transmission technology and packet-by-packet power control technology. And based on IEEE802.3az 

standard hardware design, when no one is using the network, it will automatically enter the low-power 

and power-saving mode. But as soon as someone USES the network, it switches to normal mode. This 

process is completely transparent to users, and can save 30% power for users without affecting their use, 

greatly reducing the cost of power consumption. 

※ Fashionable and compact, easy to install 

The shape adopts the streamlined ID appearance design of sports car, with fashionable ivory indicator light, 

placed on the desktop, without losing the sense of science and technology and fashion. Desktop 

installation, home users can also easily get started, reduce the complexity. 

Software product features: 

※ Humanized UI interaction 

Users can manage and configure devices and graphical operation interface through the WEB management 

page of mobile phones, tablets, computers and other terminal devices, reduce the complexity of 

configuration, carefully design quick setup wizard, device configuration is no longer complicated and 

tedious, so that ordinary users can easily experience the fun of rapid wireless Internet access with the new 

WiFi6 technology. 

※ Rich network functions, easy to adapt to a variety of application scenarios 

1. Support autonomous switching of routing mode and bridge mode, and easily adapt to various complex 
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network scenes. 

Routing mode: it assumes the function of network exit and is responsible for assigning users' IP addresses 

and accessing the Internet. When multiple devices coexist, the devices connected to broadband exit must 

be set as routing mode. 

Bridge mode: it is a transparent mode in the network. It takes up the function of data forwarding and does 

not assume the function of IP allocation and access to the Internet. When multiple devices coexist, except 

the devices connected to the broadband exit are changed to the routing mode, all other devices are 

changed to the bridge mode. 

2. IPv4/IPv6 autonomous switch. Due to the severe shortage of IPv4 IP addresses, the Internet environment 

is gradually switched to IPv6. Easy Settings can switch to IPv6 and avoid property losses caused by network 

upgrades. 

3. Support IPTV. When the network and IPTV line merge, the IPTV separation function can easily convert 

the TV signal to the designated LAN port or WiFi interface, so as to create an integrated home 

entertainment environment and avoid the trouble of multiple cabling. 

※ Multiple security strategies ensure network data security at all times 

Support WPS, WPA, WPA2 wireless security access, support SSID hiding, visitor network, black and white 

list, LAN port isolation, ALG, MAC filtering, IP filtering, NAT setting, DDOS effective protection of network 

security, always ensure the network data security of users. 

※ Free support VPN, meet the remote network resource sharing 

Support PPTP and L2TP VPN client connection, establish a private network on the public network, so as to 

achieve the interconnection between devices on the public network, meet users' various needs of remote 

access to internal network resources, and realize the sharing of remote network resources. 

※ Intimate design, parental control 

Parents can reasonably limit the time spent online at the terminal to avoid children's Internet addiction 
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and reasonably distribute children's time spent online. 

※ Multiple state statistics, always know the working state of the equipment 

Built-in status information of Internet, router, WiFi, main network user and visitor network user, together 

with multi-status indicator light and real-time log view, to know the working status of the device all the 

time. 

※ Continuous product function update and performance optimization 

The professional development team enables our product series to be updated and maintained in real time. 

The research and development team, upholding the spirit of craftsmen, has been constantly updating 

functions to meet the needs of various network environments in a simple and efficient manner. Exquisite 

performance optimization to ensure the best quality network products to enhance the user experience. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

Model EW290 

Chipset 
MT7621A+MT7915DAN+MT7975DN  

High-performance enterprise chipset 

Dominant frequency Dual-core four-thread 880MHz 

Wireless teconology 
 

2.4g WiFi 2*2 802.11b/ G /n/ax(maximum theoretical speed up to 573Mbps) 

5.8g WiFi 2*2 802.11A /n/ AC/AX (maximum theoretical speed up to 1201Mbps) 

1024QAM ultra-high speed access rate, OFDMA ultra-high density user access 

Mu-mimo /MU-OFDMA upline/downlink 

BSS Color space reuse 

Space - time Block code (STBC), low density Parity check (LDPC), Upper - and former 

TX/RX 

Energy saving: single antenna standby technology, dynamic MIMO power saving 

technology, enhanced automatic power saving transmission technology, packet by 

packet power control technology, etc 
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Memory 256MB DDR3 RAM 

Flash 16MB 

Network interface Four 10/100/1000Mbps adaptive network interfaces, 1WAN+3LAN 

Button 
 

One reset button, long press to restart within 6 seconds, long press to restore factory 

Settings for more than 6 seconds 

One power button to control the device Power switch 

One WPS button, easy to connect without password 
 

Indicator light System status indicator light 

Power supply DC 12V 1A power supply, power consumption < 12W 

Working 

environment 

Temperture：-40℃～+55℃（working），-40℃ ～+70℃（storage） 

Humidity (non-condensation)：5％～90％（working），5％～95％（storage） 

Product size 262*177*180mm 

Antenna 
Two external 2.4g high gain 5dBi omnidirectional antennas *2 

Two external 5.8g high-gain 5dBi omnidirectional antennas *2 

Radio frequency characteristics 

Frequency range 
ISM band: 2.400GHz ~ 2.4835GHz 

5.180GHz ~ 5.825GHz 

Distribution channel 
2.4G：1、2、3、4、5、6、7、8、9、10、11、12、13 

5.8G：36、40、44、48、52、56、60、64、149、153、157、161、165  

Modulation system 

OFDM：BPSK@6/9Mbps，QPSK@12/18Mbps，16-QAM@24Mbps，64-

QAM@48/54Mbps 

DSSS：DBPSK@1Mbps，DQPSK@2Mbps，CCK@5.5/11Mbps 

MIMO-OFDM：BPSK，QPSK，16QAM ，64QAM，256QAM ，1024QAM 

Output power  

2.4G: 11b: 20dBm ± 1dBm@11Mbps 

      11g: 19dBm ± 1dBm@54Mbps 

      11n（HT20）: 18dBm ± 1dBm@MCS7 

11n（HT40）: 18dBm ± 1dBm@MCS7 

11ax（HESU40）:15dBm ± 1dBm@MCS11 

5.8G: 11a: 18dBm ± 1dBm@54Mbps 

11n（VHT-40）: 16.5dBm ± 1dBm@MCS9   

11ac (VHT-80): 16dBm ± 1dBm@MCS9 

11ax（HE-SU80）:15dBm± 1dBm@MCS11 

Receiving sensitivity 

2.4G: 11b: ≤-90dbm@11Mbps； 

11g: ≤-78dbm@ 54Mbps； 

11n (HT20): ≤ -76dBm@MCS7； 

11n (HT40): ≤ -72dBm@MCS7； 
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11ax (HESU40): ≤ -62dBm@MCS11 

5.8G: 11a: ≤ -78dBm@54Mbps 

      11n (VHT40): ≤ -65dBm@MCS9 

11ac (VHT80): ≤ -62dBm@MCS9 

11ax：(HESU80): ≤ -58dBm@MCS11 

Working mode Routing mode, bridge mode 

Amount of machine 128 

Management style 
Chinese WEB remote management, TR069 remote management (not available to 

ordinary users) 

State 
Internet connection state, router state, WiFi state, primary network user, guest 

network user, IPv4/IPv6 state 

Network 

Ethernet: Networking mode (broadband dialing, dynamic IP, static IP), DNS (automatic 

acquisition, manual input) 

Network status: Connection type, Internet status 

LAN: LAN Settings, visitor network address pool 

Antenna 
WiFi (WiFi switch, SSID, encryption method, WiFi password, wireless protocol, channel 

bandwidth, wireless channel), black and white list, WPS 

Advanced network 

settings 

IPv6 (relay mode, static IP, dynamic IP (SLAAC/DHCPv6), broadband connection), IPTV, 

visitor network (WiFi switch, SSID, encryption method, WiFi password, time, LAN 

isolation), parent control (Internet connection time period control based on terminal 

MAC), VPN (PPTP, P2TP) 

Firewall 

ALG (FTP, RTSP, SIP, PPTP penetration, L2TP penetration, IPSEC penetration), port 

mapping, DMZ, MAC filtering, IP filtering, NAT (fully conical, symmetric, address-limited 

conical, portlimited conical), DDOS 

Management SNTP, password change, backup/upgrade, restart/reset, log 

Setup wizard Quick configuration wizard 

Indicator light 

 

During system startup: 

Green, blue and red flash alternately after 10 seconds of normal red light. 

After the system starts normally: 

Green flashing: WAN connected, WiFi enabled; 

Green light: WAN connection is broken, WiFi is on; 
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Blue light: WAN port connection, WiFi closed; 

Red light: WAN connection is broken, WiFi is closed. 

Reset button 
Restore factory Settings button, long press 6 seconds to restore factory Settings and 

restart automatically. 

WPS button Click the WPS function button to start the PBC function. 

PACKING LIST 

CONTENT QTY UNIT 

WiFi 6 Router(EW290) 1 PC 

User Guide 1 PC 

Warranty Card 1 PC 

 


